Dear Sir,

I was glad to hear that the Anhoa is probably new to Steiner and regret that the rider turned out such an unmitigated fraud. The old Professor will be delighted with the latter result as, presuming that the heart is occasionally pliable, he undoubtedly loves Lord. His desire to thank you for supplying the name of his heir and appears relieved at finding such a formidable customer.
fully off his hands. For my part, I am not surprised that the farmers will not work, and neither will the rail, unless such a diabolical application.

Believe the fall of effects of the scientific mania are beginning to feel at the Stink. Cellings apparel consists principally of microbe of Liver and Court plaster. Field is cultivated with Ammon and as I have just sent them some recipe for freerose the chief enemy in which is phosphorus of mercury. I am looking forward with hopeful anticipation to an improved one in the near future.

I am sending you five ampoules packed in two boxes by the mail. Unfortunately the Blake had two of them on hand for some time before the claimed present and like a lampshaded agent of the "I'm out most awful vile" they may not return until the young are able to run about. However, I don't think they are far away, and the next to get you some more will still be rain, and the place looks of possible worse and more drastic than when you saw it. And then the winter of our discontent will begin in earnest with kind regards from your sincerely, P.M. Byrns.
P.S. If you can spare a copy each of Ayres Rocks and Mt. Olga I should like very much to get them.
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